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[image: Hero]Subscribe to save
Healthy mouths, made simple
Get the perfect oral care routine with automatic refills shipped every 3 months.

Shop now
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25 best inventions
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Best electric toothbrush
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Brush better
Sleek Electric and Smart Toothbrushes, imagined with care by dentists and designers. Created to help you (and the kiddos) put your best tooth forward.
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2-min timer with sonic vibrating bristles
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Up to 3 mo. per charge or replaceable battery
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Travel cover doubles as mirror mount
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American Dental Association accepted
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Shop now
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Round out your routine
Go beyond the brush for a full dentist-approved clean at home and on-the-go. It’s easy with refillable oral care that looks good and is good for you.
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Floss fresh with water, string, or picks
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Cool mint, counter-friendly Mouthwash
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Slim dispenser and sugar-free Gum
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100% recyclable Anticavity Toothpaste



Shop bundles
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Deliver to your door
Save on your first refills — we’ll send you a custom pack every 3 months, so you’ll never miss a day (or step) of your routine.
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Refill brush heads, floss, paste, and more
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Edit or cancel your plan anytime
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Auto-ships every 3 mo. with subscription
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Lifetime warranty with refill plan



Shop refills
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Dentist-quality custom care
Brighten your bite and protect your teeth with made-for-you whitening trays and guards — the same pro-quality you’d get from the dentist for hundreds less.
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Whitening: Up to 63% whiter teeth after 2 weeks
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Night Guards: Slim, comfortable, fits like a dream
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Sports Guards: Perfect-fitting protection



Shop now
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The first subscription Electric Toothbrush, Refillable Floss, Anticavity Toothpaste, & Gum Accepted by the ADA.

Learn more










[image: Hero]Always 15% off
Start a routine for extra savings
Get a ready-made set or build your own with Brushes, Floss, Mouthwash, and more.

Shop bundlesBuild a routine
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Try 30 days risk free, plus cancel anytime
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Lifetime warranty with an active refill plan
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Auto-shipping every 3 months on a refill plan






[image: Hero]Virtual dental care from anywhere
Get advice from a real dentist within 24 hours. All you need is 5 minutes and a phone.

Start assessment
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Our healthy mouth mission
Everyone’s got a mouth, and a healthy mouth is the gateway to a healthier you. So we strive to bring delight to your daily routine and help you guide good habits from morning refresh to bedtime brushing.






Frequently asked questions
How does quip compare to a manual or electric brush?
quip combines the low cost, light weight, and simplicity of a manual brush with the guiding features and fresh feel of an electric. Positives we share with many electrics are soft nylon bristles, sensitive vibrations, 2-minute built-in timer, and 30-second pulses. Improvements we made are a longer 3-month battery life, better value (from $25), affordable brush heads, and a lifetime warranty on a refill plan. We also ditched the extra modes, wires, and clunky chargers you don’t need to make quip perfect for every day, everywhere.




How is quip powered?
quip is powered by the same regular or rechargeable batteries as other electric brushes (AAA in our case). The difference with quip is its removable AAA battery that lasts for over 3 months. Other electrics with locked-in batteries may force you to keep a useless brush even if they stop working, or simply add expense with a separate charging stand. But remember, the efficacy of your toothbrush isn’t defined by power itself, but by how well you follow a proper brushing routine.




Can I return quip if not satisfied?
If you don't absolutely love your quip, we accept returns within 30 days of purchase. You'll get a full product cost refund if you use your own label. Should you need a shipping label from our help team, shipping costs will apply for returns of up to four quips in the United States. quip subscriptions are optional and be canceled anytime. See full terms.




Do you offer a warranty or lifetime guarantee?
While your quip was designed to last, all quips (that have an active refill plan) are guaranteed for life, just in case something happens. If there's a problem, simply reach out to help@getquip.com and they'll be able to help you troubleshoot. In the case of manufacturing issues, we'll supply you with a new quip upon inspection of your faulty one (reviewed remotely). Brushes not associated with subscriptions are covered for one year after their initial purchase. See full terms.




What are the shipping costs?
Starter set orders with a refill plan ship with free basic shipping in the contiguous United States (4-9 business days) and Canada (6-12 business days). Priority (3-4 business days) and Express (1-2 business days) shipping is also available for $10 and $25 respectively in the United States. Express shipping to Canada (3-4 business days) is available for $25. International shipping on starter sets is $15 and takes an estimated 15 business days. Automatic refill shipments will incur an additional shipping fee. Full terms.





See all FAQs

[image: Hero]Need help with your oral care routine?
Create a personalized routine for your mouth.

Take our quiz





We love our quipsters. 
Stay in touch.
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